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Study from University of Westminster shows 
Universal Contour Wrap® Classic achieves 

instant and sustained inch loss 
 

Since the inception of the weight-loss industry over a century ago, countless treatments have been developed to help 

achieve that slimmer figure and all have promised results.  However, not one body wrap has backed those promises with 

a scientifically proven guarantee – until now. 

 

Celebrity-favourite Universal Contour Wrap® Classic which has been put through its paces by Dr Adam Cunliffe of the 

Department of Human and Health Sciences at the University of Westminster, and his results attest that in 100% of cases 

an instant inch loss was achieved in just a single session. 

 

Even more significantly the scientists were able to confirm that this inch loss remained after 30 days, backing Universal 

Contour Wrap’s claims that the Classic treatment does not create the inch loss through dehydration and water loss alone.  

In independent tests carried out on females aged 28 – 55 years old, all achieved instant and measurable inch loss.  When 

measured again one month later, the results were the same -  leading Universal Contour Wrap® to issue their 6 inch 

loss guarantee on their Classic treatment.  See instant results of at least 6 inches and keep this loss for at least 30 days – 

or your money back. 

 

Universal Contour Wrap® Classic testers ranged in shape and size and the University concurred that the higher the 

BMI the more inches were lost, making this treatment ideal for those who have struggled to shed stubborn inches.  

Greatest losses were recorded in subjects with a BMI of above 30kg/m². 

 

Dr Adam Cunliffe commented, “I must admit I was sceptical at first, I thought that this treatment simply didn’t work, and 

even if it did, the inch loss wouldn’t be maintained.  I was completely amazed by our findings, this treatment really does 

reduce inches.” 

 

Trusted for Red Carpets everywhere, Universal Contour Wrap® Classic utilises an exclusive detoxifying clay in which 

bandages are soaked prior to application.  Combining this with specialised wrapping techniques is the most effective way 

to guarantee inch loss.  From Joan Collins to Gillian Taylforth, Lorraine Kelly to Rachel Stevens, celebrities turn to 

Universal Contour Wrap® when they want to look their best – and with a treatment time of only 2 hours, maximum 

effects are achieved with the minimum of fuss.  Celebrity fans also include Paula Abdul, Tamzin Outhwaite, Michelle 

Heaton and Zoe Ball. 

 

The Classic treatment is available at Beauty Works, Woburn Sands, they will present you with your unique treatment 

certificate which will display the genuine UCW hologram and a unique serial number. Call Beauty Works on 01908 582 

001 for further information or to experience a Universal Contour Wrap® Classic treatment 


